
Forget Me Not Production Journal
(Written by Paula Navarro)

Character Relationships:
Protagonist #1:

Ollie Otter

■ A sassy but lovable 1930’s rubber hose diva character that was made for the spotlight
■ Ollie’s playful gags has been known to be sweet and humorous, until her emotions get

the best of her
■ Ollie’s sense of character changes throughout the film



Protagonist #2:

Olivia Otter

■ 2021, a year most common for doing reboots introduces a CGI version of the classic Ollie

Otter

■ Olivia is aware of where she came from and does her best to live up to the expectations

of Ollie.

■ Can be rebellious, similar to Ollie’s personality, she’s not all that different from her.

■ Once she meets Ollie she begins to change her thoughts about wanting her approval.



When and Where
San Francisco, California (2021)

Our setting takes place in San Francisco, California. San Francisco has the retrofitting style that we were looking for

in the film. It has those old aesthetic elements combined with up to date modern architecture which seems familiar

to our storyline. It’s also known to have a few animation companies such as Lucasfilms!

We chose 2021 as the year it takes place because over the course of 2020 we’ve seen an enormous amount of

cartoon characters brought back to life and we don't think we’ll see it ending in 2021. These shows or movies

include Animaniacs, Scooby Doo, and She-Ra!



Theme and Story Notes
(Written by Director Saige Guevera)

Logline:

In an attempt to preserve her legacy, a cartoon classic wages war on her rebooted

counterpart.

Forget Me Not is a 2D/3D hybrid short film produced by UCF SVAD's 2021 Character Animation cohort. Directed by

student directors Saige Guevara and Courtney LeBlanc. Forget Me Not flips the narrative of a slapstick comedy
on its head in this modern take on an old school favorite.

Forget Me Not is a short film about working through the difficult emotions and changes
that are often necessary to achieve personal growth and mutual understanding. The film
explores what it's like to feel overwhelmed by your emotions and circumstances and the ways
different characters react to these emotions. It also explores what can happen when you let
those negative emotions take over. This isn't to say that these actions don’t have consequences
because they do. Rather, we wanted to emphasize that there are always two sides to the same
story and most conflicts are rooted in misunderstanding.

Ollie, although she is a sort of comical 1930’s cartoon character, is no different from us in the
way that she feels her emotions and chooses to respond to them. In her case, it's a bit more
extreme because of her character and circumstance. Nonetheless it makes her the perfect
vessel for audiences to see some part of themselves in her character. Ollie is seemingly one
dimensional, seeing that she is an old cartoon that sees the world through a different lense and
feels her emotions very deeply. So much, that she can only really feel one emotion at a time.
Ollie feels like she is being forgotten and that all her hard work will be replaced without a second
thought by someone who is seemingly undeserving of it. Not only is she confronted with a
sudden and huge change to the life she knew and loved, but the very foundation of her identity
was being ripped out from underneath her. Ollie decides to take matters into her own hands,
unknowingly hurting those around her and challenging the idea of who she wants to be as a
person.

Olivia, on the other hand, is a new and more modern character who is different from Ollie in the
way she processes her feelings and emotions. She has her own doubts and baggage that
comes along with the pressures of needing to live up to Ollie’s legacy. She just wants to do her
best and find her own voice throughout the entire film. She builds up an expectation of what it
will be like to be Ollie’s reboot only to have that idealistic image completely destroyed by Ollie
herself. This not only changes Olivia’s perception of herself, but she begins to reject the idea of



being Ollie’s reboot completely. We start to see a more individualist side of her come out, one
that is more unwilling to conform to Ollie’s standards. Both of these characters have something
important to them challenged by the other and both question their own identities throughout the
film. It's the misunderstanding that really drives the conflict between them.

This theme of identity, introspection and having a choice has been at the core of our
story as it continues to develop over time. Although Ollie may seem unredeemable, she has a
choice in the end about who she wants to be and the kind of legacy she wants to leave behind.
The path to redemption and growth isn’t always linear, and that's okay. At the same time Olivia
is learning that she doesn’t need to be defined by others' expectations of her. She chooses who
she wants to be as a character and chooses her own path outside of what is predetermined for
her.

The flower itself is a symbolic representation of their relationship throughout the story. It
functions not only as a literal story catalyst, but as a deeper look into the consequences of the
character’s actions. Ollie is incredibly attached to her flower and what it means to her. It is a
physical manifestation of her legacy and therefore she is extremely protective of it. As the story
progresses and tensions rise between the two characters the flower begins to physically
deteriorate along with their relationship until the climax where it is almost completely destroyed.



It isn't until the final scene where the two characters come together that they see the flower go
through a transformation reflective of their own. When the flower is passed down to Olivia, it is
symbolic of Ollie’s realization that her legacy is not defined by one object or idea. Both
characters come to the realization that they are not defined by pre existing ideas about who they
need to be. Their legacies are intertwined yet unique and thus the basis of a great friendship is
formed. It's these themes that make Forget Me Not what it is and flips the expected narrative of
a slapstick comedy on its head, making it a relatable and insightful short film for a new
audience.

Themes

● ACCEPTING CHANGE AS A PART OF LIFE
● GROWTH
● INTROSPECTION
● OVERCOMING DIFFERENCES
● HEALING
● IDENTITY



Early Concepts
(Drawn by Hannah Jurgens and Saige Guevera)







Final Color Script

Final Color Palette



Character Concepts
Ollie’s First Reference
(Drawn by Charlene Jacomino)



Ollie’s Second Reference
(Drawn by Hannah Jurgens)



Ollie’s Final Reference
(Drawn by Hannah Jurgens)

New Changes to Ollie

- Switched Ollie’s flower to be on the right side.

- Switched Ollie’s buttons to the right side.

- Added collar to match Olivia’s collar

- Shorter Sleeves



These changes were made to give Ollie more similarities to Olivia in regards to some critiques

we have received. There were concerns that their appearances were quite different but after

already completing Olivia’s modeling in Maya, we found it easier to change the appearance of

Ollie instead.

They now have similar button up collared shirts, to give that small detail of similarity.

Ollie’s Transformation
(Written by Art Director Jayme



Olivia’s Old Reference
(Drawn by Jayme Brown)



Olivia’s Final Reference
(Drawn by Jayme Brown)



Roles
Production Manager: Paula Navarro

Directors: Saige Guevara and Courtney LeBlanc

Art Directors: Jayme Brown and Hannah Jurgens

Link to the rest of roles in the team:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Of_hPXWQaXJQBBr8XsGVk7rWCxtSTQjI/view?usp=sharing

Key Story Points
● #1 Ollie deletes Olivia on purpose! → MORE EMOTIONAL INTENSITY

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Of_hPXWQaXJQBBr8XsGVk7rWCxtSTQjI/view?usp=sharing








➢ Makes emotional progression seem more natural
➢ EMPHASIS on the theme of replacement!!
➢ Ties it back into using Ollie as a reference so she has a motive to feel guilty

● #3 The wilted flower falls off of Ollie’s head and they BOTH reach for the flower at the
same time. The sincere moment is what naturally bridges them towards an emotional
resolution and naturally progresses to the final hug.

Meeting Notes - Google Drive

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1CQuDKISSAywtGkq8pGCaS7O_1nMdfiN1

